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In this talk, we will focus on the operations occurring at a railway station with a shunt yard,
where train units will be temporarily parked. We will discussthe planning problem for such a
station and look at a particular subproblem, namely the internal cleaning of train units, that
lay over at the shunt yard. This cleaning takesplace along a dedicated cleaning platform and
complicatesthe corresponding planning problem.

In the Netherlands most trains are operated by train units, which are classi�ed according to
families and types. Train units can move bi-directionally without the need for locomotives.
Only train units belonging to the samefamily can be combined to form trains, which contain
at most 15 carriages. Types of train units within the same family are discerned from each
other by their numbers of carriages per train unit. The di�eren t types of train units have
di�eren t characteristics such as seating capacity and length. Figure 1 depicts an exampleof a
Dutch train unit with 3 carriages. This particular family of train units (ICM) consistsof types
with 3 or 4 carriages,which are typically usedfor intercity services.In the Netherlands, there
are over 20 di�eren t types,which belong to 10 - 15 families. Typically, not all types turn up
at a speci�c station.

Figure 1: An ICM train unit with 3 carriages(ICM 3).

NederlandseSpoorwegenReizigers(NSR), which stands for Netherlands Railways Travelers,
is the major Dutch railway passengeroperator. In order to satisfy the increaseddemand for
transportation during the morning and evening peak hours, NSR operates more and longer
trains than outside thesepeakhours. This results in lessdemandfor train units betweenthese
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peaks. Especially at night almost no train units are required for passengerservices,since
NSR operates few night trains. The Train Unit Shunting Problem (TUSP) aims at using the
available railway infrastructure at a station as e�cien tly as possibleby temporarily parking
train units at shunt yards betweenthesepeak hours.

1 In tro duction of the TUSP

We study the TUSP at the operational level of planning. This operational level determines
the exact location of each train unit at the yard, as well as detailed routes for the train units
over the station infrastructure. This is typically done for a 24-hour period starting at 08:00
AM. The goal at the operational level is to plan the processesin such a way that the railway
operations can start up the next morning as smoothly as possible.

All train units that lay over at a station with internal cleaning facilities should be cleaned
internally. Typically, this cleaning takes place along a dedicated cleaning platform. As a
consequence,additional routing to and from the cleaning tracks is necessaryfor this process.

Practical instances of the TUSP becomefar too large to be solved as one integrated opti-
mization problem. Therefore, we decomposedthe problem without the planning of cleaning
activities, into several parts. This leadsto the following solution approach:

Step 1. Matching of arriving to departing units

Step 2. Estimating routing costsof train units

Step 3. Parking of train units on shunt tracks

Step 4. Routing of train units

Freling et al. [2002]describe mathematical models and algorithms for the steps1 and 3. The
�rst step is modelled as a network o w model, which integrates the matching of arriving and
departing train units as well as the decomposition of trains. Here, the main objective is to
keep the matching as small as possible,becausethis implies lesswork for the crew carrying
out the resulting tasks. The resulting model can be solved e�cien tly by standard integer
programming solvers. The outcome of this step is a set of blocks, where one block consistsof
a set of train units that remain together for the entire period of planning. The third step is
modelled asa Set Partitioning Problem with additional side-constraints. In order to cope with
the many variablesin the problem, it is solved by a column generationheuristic. Moreover, the
routing of train units is modelled and solved using an A* search basedalgorithm as described
in Lentink et al. [2003].

2 Description of the cleaning subproblem

In this talk, we will discussan extensionof this solution approach: the planning of the internal
cleaningof train units that lay over at a shunt yard. This four-step solution approach assumes
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that train units that are parked at a shunt track remain there until they leave the station.
This implies that the situation at night is static, which conicts with practice.

The cleaning is carried out by two shifts of cleaning personnel. Typically, the �rst shift starts
at 18:00PM and works until 02:30AM, with a break scheduled in between,while the second
shift starts at 22:00PM and works until 06:30AM. This meansthat there is someoverlap in
the shifts. Furthermore, norms are available for each type of train unit. Thesenorms are the
required time for cleaning a train unit of a speci�c type by one crew. Of course,a shift can
contain several crews, which decreasesthe required cleaning time proportionally. Becauseof
the di�eren t numbers of crewsavailable for cleaning at di�eren t times of the planning period
and the start and end times of these shifts, the processingtime for cleaning a train unit is
time dependent.

For each block that needscleaning, there are three options:

1. It is cleanedshortly after arrival at the station. This implies that it needsto be parked
after it has beencleanedand until it leaves the station in the next morning.

2. It is �rst parked at a shunt track, then routed to a cleaning track, where it will be
cleaned, hereafter it is rerouted to a (possibly di�eren t) shunt track, and �nally it is
routed to its departure platform just beforedeparture.

3. It is �rst parked at a shunt track, then routed to a cleaning track, and after it is cleaned
it is routed to the departure platform.

The last situation is undesirable, becauseit conicts with the overall goal of the shunting
process,which is to start up as smoothly as possiblein the morning. As one can imagine, the
�rst option is preferred over the secondone, sincetrain units will be parked onceonly, which
results in lesswork for the crewsthat carry out the tasks resulting from the shunting process.
Therefore, our objective is to clean as many blocks as possible\close" to their arrival at the
station, given an appropriate de�nition of \close".

In our solution approach, we implemented this step between the �rst and secondstep. The
matching of arriving to departing units, as determined in step 1, needsto be known because
this is the only way to determine the amount of work for the cleaning processin terms of the
number of train units that layover and the corresponding cleaning norms. In addition, for
reasonsmentioned above, the parking should be planned after the cleaning.

3 Mo del form ulation

Typically, a station has one cleaning platform with two cleaning tracks along it. However,
we assumethat cleaning takes place on one track at a time. In practice, this is a reasonable
assumption, since the units need to be parked at a cleaning track before they are actually
cleaned, and of course they also need to be routed somewhereelse after the cleaning. We
assumethat this routing and parking at a cleaning track only interferes during the cleaning
of train units along the other side of the cleaning platform.
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Given the description of the previous paragraph, the cleaning processcan be formulated as
a single machine scheduling problem, where the blocks are the jobs. Cleaning crew are the
machine, which operates at di�eren t speeds, as described earlier. These speedsare given
becausethey can be derived from the number of crews in each shift and the start and end
times of theseshifts. Therefore, we introduce somenotation �rst.

� T is the number of time periods, typically jT j � 720

� N is the number of blocks, typically jN j � 30

� r i is the releasetime of job (or block) i

� di is the due date of job i

� l it is the processingtime of job i in order to be ready at time t

� c is the number of time units, which is still consideredcloseto the releasedate

The set of decisionvariables is de�ned by:

x it =

(
1 if job i starts cleaning at time t;
0 otherwise.

Now, the model is stated as

maximize
NX

i =1

r i + cX

t= r i

x it (1)

subject to
di � l id iX

t= r i

x it = 1 i = 1; :::; N (2)

NX

i =1

~tX

t= ~t � l i ~t

x it � 1 ~t = 1; :::; T (3)

x it 2 f 0; 1g i = 1; :::; N ; t = 1; :::; T (4)

Our objective (1) is to clean as many blocks as possibleclose to their arrival. Constraints
(2) state that each block needsto be cleaned,while constraints (3) prohibit working on more
than one block at the sametime. Note that the di�eren t operating speedsof the machine are
encapsulatedin the parameters l it .

In our presentation, we will discusscomputational results of several scenariosfor this model.
As computational studies in Freling et al. [2002] show, step 3 is the most time consuming
step. Therefore, the interesting question is how this cleaning schedule a�ects the routing and
especially the parking. This will also be discussedin our presentation.
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